Notes and News
A LATE ROMAl'! BUCKLE- OR BELT-PLATE IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM, SAID
TO BE FROM NORTHERN FRAJ'!CE (F;g. I; PI. VIII, A)
The subject of this notc is an unpublished, openwork buckle- or bell-plate in the
Continental early medieval collections of the Department of Medieval and Lau:r
Antiquities at the British Museum. l The find·spot is uncertain, but it is said to be from
northern France and to have come from an old collection. It represents an addition to a
group of probably official or military, 5th-century belt-fittings, found both in this region
and also in southern England, which shows close connections with the Quoit Brooch Style
of the earliest Anglo-Saxon period.

Description
The plate, as it survives, is of copper alloy and is morc or less square (length, 460 mm
remaining; width, 410 mm; thickness, 2.5 mm). But in antiquity it has been hacked straight
across one end (shown on the left), from the front, and would originally have been more
rectangular. The cut has also removed any evidence that there migllt have been for a loop
(which would have been integral with the plate in this type), for a hinge-slot for a tongue,
or for the two attachment rivets that would probably have been at this end. Across the
opposite end stands a row of four projecting, stylized and open·jawed animal heads: the
two in the centre join back·to-back and the other two face in towards them at the comers.
Each head has a small dot-punched eye under a central triangular forehead, and the eye of
the head at the bottom comer, as illustrated, has a clear punched annulet around it, which
appears to be lacking on the other three. A single ear projects at the back of each head,
which is demarcated from the plate by a round hole (diameter, 3.0 mm), that also separates
the curled·back lower jaw from the neck. The sides of the plate are bevelled and project
slightly at the two remaining, original comers, which each have three notches in their
edges and are pierced by rivets with Rat-topped heads. Only traces of stubs of these rivets
survive on the back; the belt may have been secured by burring them over small washers
(as on an example from Andover; see below).
The plate has a decorative border round the lhree original sides, consisting of a single
row of punched annulets (diameter, 1.0 mm) between double incised framing lines. lne
central panel is a little longer than it is wide, and has a simple openwork geometric design.
The field has been cut away so that in each corner there is a I?rojecting quadrant, which is
pierced by a hole of the same diameter as those under the alllmal heads; the centres of the
sides of the panel are linked by narrow transverse struts to the opposite sides, and by
diagonal ones to the centres of the adjacent sides, forming a lozenge·shaped frame
enclosing a cross. In each of the four right angles where the cross arms meet, there is a
pierced projecting quadrant matching, and diagonally opposite to, those in the corners of
the panel. Two inCised border lines run along each pair of cross arms from end to end,
where they meet similar lines along the edges of the struts of the lozenge. There is a small
punched ring-and-dot, like thal of the ammal's eye noted above, placed in between the
border lines ofeach cross arm at the junctions ofme inner quadrants. The back of lhe plate
is plain. Apart from the cut across one end, the front of the plate is slightly damaged where
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six or seven lighter blows, running parallel to the cut, have barely demed the surface in
places.

Discussion
The plale belongs to a small group of copper-alloy buckles and belt-fittings from
southern England and northern Francl': which was first fully idemifil':d by Alison Cook in
discussing thl': buckle from thl': Anglo-Saxon cl':metl':l)' at Partway, Andovl':r, gravl': 50.2
The othl':r pieces in the group comprise a second fixed-plate buckle, said to be from
Amiens, France, a cut-down and reused halfofa buckle with hinge lugs for a loop from the
Saxon Shore fort at Richborough, Kent, and a hinged belt-fitting from A1friston, Sussex,
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The quadrants at thl': centres of the crosses and at the opposite comers arl': either simply
pierced, as here, or pierced and cut through, as on the Arnlens buckle and Alfriston fitting.
The four animal heads across one end of thl': plate occur on the Amiens, A1friston and
British Museum pieces, but not on the Andover one; this end is missing on the Richborough
example. Decoration, if presenl, consists simply of incised straight lines, borders of
punched annulets, running scrolls, or 'fir-tree' lines of small base-to-apex triangles, and
symmetrically arranged ring-and-dols. The punch patterns arc all ones which occur on
late Roman metalwork, especially belt-fittings;4 some, such as the scrolls or 'fir-tree' lines,
imitate patterns also found in mosaics and sculpture. Such lines of triangles are not that
common in metalwork, but can be seen, for example, outlining the two mutually crossing
squares on one side of a late 3rd/early 4th-eentury circular Roman scabbard-chape from
a richly furnished grave at Cologne. 5
The decoration does not, of itself, directly date the period ofmanufacture of the group
of fittings under discussion with any precision, as the motifs were often copied later by
Gennanic metalworkers, as, for example, on bracteates of the 5th and 6th cemuries.6 Nor
are the comexts, where recorded, especially helpful. The plate from Richborough can,
with fair certainty, be assigned to the Roman pened (although it could be objected that it
is unstratified), while the twO pieces from later 5th/early 6th-century graves do not belong
to any recognized Anglo-Saxon type. The Andover specimen at least retained its original
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function at burial, but it is less certain about the AJfriston litting, which was associated with
a 5th-century. D-sectioned, copper-alloy tubular strap-runner.
Far mOTe significant for dating is the broader relationship noted by Professor V. I.
Evison with buckles from early Anglo·Saxon contexts decorated in the non-zoomorphic,
or 'geometric', aspect of the .;th-cemury Quoit Brooch Style.' Close similarities ber.veen
the two groups of buckJes are shown by their related openwork designs, the TOW of four
open-jawed animal heads usually found at one end, and the scrolled ends of the loop. The
paired heads represent simplified versions of those to be: seen on chip-carved provincial
Roman metalwork ofthe lau= 4th/early 51h century, for instance those of the two 'sealions'
allhe belt end ora buckle from Rouvroy, dep. Aisne, France, belonging to Bohme's finds.group A, and dating to the end of me 4th/fi~t third of the 5th centuf),'.8 There is also the
mfluence shown by the openwork decoration of the finings on a Quoit Brooch Style
pendant from Watchfield, Oxon., ?grave 1.9 The similarities are so close that the two
groups must have been more or less contemporary. In the present writer's opinion Quoit
Brooch Style metalwork belongs predominantly to the half century or so before the
introduction of Salin's Style I to England, which can be placed probably not long after
10
C·475·
However, it is important to distinguish here between form and style, in order to
maintain the definition of the style. Although the southern English/northern French
buckles are close in form to Anglo-Saxon Quoit Brooch Style buckles, especially the one
from ~Ilitcham, Surrey, grave 133,11 they are not themselves decorated in the style. I\! The
major differences between the two groups are that the opposed pai~ of animal heads at
one end are separated by a gap on tfte former, while their jaws meet on the laner; and the
straight-armed cross within a lozenge appea~ recognizably only on the former group and
silver inlay only on the latter. 'Fir-tree' lines can be seen on both the Amiens buckle of the
fi~t gJ"oup and buckles and fittings of the second, e.g. the belt-plate from Fave~ham,
Kent,l! but this pattern derives from late provincial-Roman metalwork and is nOt therefore
diagnostic. In more ragged form, lacking setting-out lines, it also appea~ in border and
median lines on a late 5th/early 6th-eentury Anglo-Saxon small-long brooch from Great
Chesterford, Essex, grave 81. 14 But, although the two groups are not stylistically identical,
it may be su~sted that they stand in the same relationship to each other as do provincial
Roman and uoit Brooch Style buckles and finings. in that the fi~t group largely provides
the model for e second. This may be best exemplified by the Anglo-Saxon five-piece beltset in this style from Mucking, Essex, grave 117, which is based on Ypey's late Roman
form A. IS It seems most likely that both groups co-existed at some point III the fi~l third of
the 5th century, on current datin~ of the Roman material, in order for imitation to have
been possible. However, it is not Impossible that this could have been carried out slightly
later, after cessation of production of the Roman belts, but while they were still in use.
On the question of definition it is essential that fresh claims of discoveries of Quoit
Brooch Style metalwork are confirmed by critical comparison with the basic corpus hsted
and augtTlented by Professor Evison, 16 and with further reference to the definition by Sonia
Hawkes. 17 Additions apart from the Mucking belt-set have been made since by other
authors, notably Bohme. 18 A buckle from Morningthorpe, Norfolk, grave 367,19 although
it has no inlay, shares swastika motifs with the Mucking grave 117 belt-set. It also shares
typical 'winged' ring-and-dots with the Fave~ham belt-plate, as do too a further buckle
and a bracefet from lvlueking cemetery, graves 823 and 631 re:rectively, which are noted
by Hi~[ and Clark and shourd likewise be added to the corpus.
However, on current evidence, it is difficult to agree with the view that the knifesheath fittings from Brighthampton, grave 22, represent an example of the style. 21 The
decorative patterns of these mounts, such as the running and C-scrolls and space-filling
network of dotted lozenges, are certainly oflate Roman derivation, but they also occur on
5th-century, northern Germanic metalwork,72 while, on the other hand, there are none of
the characteristic features of the non-zoomorphic aspect of the style, such as silver inlay or
'winged' ring-and-dot punches. The sheath comes most probably from a late 5th/early
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6th-century workshop in northern Gaul, as the distribution map for V-shaped chapes with
tongue-shaped plate insens makes clear; also the ring-and-dol running scroll benveen
tooled borders of the central loop of the sheath's sling is closely comparable wilh the
decoration, in double rows, of the scabbard mOUlhpiece from Mezll~res, Ardennes,
grave 68, France. 23
Nor is there any convincing reason for accepting into the corpus Dr M. Henig's recent
offering orthe entirely new category of'quail-brooch rings', mrce from Amesbury, WillS.,
and one from near Wantage, OXOO. 24 Their somewhat crude intaglio designs, with no
trace of inlay or indeed of any recognizable Ouoil Brooch Style animals or punch-work,
are in fact the preci~ opposite of tile almost-heraldically posed animals of the style, for
which the flat treatment of their bodies within an incised outline is an essential feature, and
among which the stags and griffins of the rings are unknown.2~ This is not a matter that
can simply be entrusted to the 'beholder's eye' to decide, but requires due consideration of
bOlh the archaeological and artistic aspects of the style. The latter have been dealt with
above, while the exclusively Anglo-Saxon contexts of insular examples of the stylI":, which
is best known for its occurrence on an Anglo--Saxon!)'pl": of brooch, are a strong lIldication
that the style is to be associated with the early Anglo-Saxons. Further examples from
Merovingian-period contexts in northern France are probably a reflection of Anglo-Saxon
seulement in this region, though to what extent IS a matter for debate. It may be
categorically stated thai these late 4th/early 5th-century Roman rings are not at all
representallve of the Quoit Brooch Style, the continental origins of which have been well
established by researchers into its late Roman, and Roman-pl":riod Germanic antecedents.
Instl":ad they may bl": more meaningfully compared with Roman metalwork from the
Rhineland and Low Countries, where intaglio designs on metal rings of animals, both
fantastic and real, and of human busts, are not uncommon, and often occur on square
bezels, as with the British examples. 26 It is furthl":r worth noting that very similar helmeted
heads to those on one of the rings from Amesbury, with the same tooled crests, can be seen
on the plate of an early to mid-5th-century provincial Roman buckle from VieuxviJIl":,
grave 177, Belgium.21
The discovery ofa belt-fitting of the Amiens/Andover group at Richborough suggests
that they were made for the late Roman military. Although the A1friston ana Andover
pieces are from female graves, their contexts are of the Angfo-Saxon periCKi and type, and
the fiuin2S therefore need not necessarily have been worn in late Roman women's
fashion.:llt'
The occurrence of a second buckle of this group, possibly from northern France,
requires a reassessment of the distribution patlern.lt is no longer possible to argue that the
Amiens buckle has to be an import from England, but nor is the evidence any more
conclusive for the English pieces being Roman exports from Gaul. Instead it is possible
that such belt-finings were made to a similar pattern on both sides of the Channel, a
plausible explanation being their supply to the forces of the Saxon Shore. 29 In the case of
Britain this would almost certainly have been before the break with Rome, c. 410, following
the rescript of Honorius. 30 Production could have continued later into the 5th century in
Gaul, and a date in the first half of the 5th centu')' is therefore proposed for the British
Museum belt-plate. The buckle form could then have been imitated by Gennanic above all An$'lo--Saxon/Jutish - crartsmcn selVing with, or who had selVed with,
mercenary umts in the late Roman army in northern Gaul and the lower Rhineland. This
seems most likely to have happcnl":d with many of the other elements which make up the
Quoit Brooch Sryle, for instance on the derivative Mucking grave 117 belt-set. A further
consideration is that the development of the style could also havl": been influenced by
Gallo-Roman anisans in a transformation of northern Germanic figural representation. It
is possible that some of them joined in the Anglo-Sa.xons' mi~tion to Bmain, since they
very probably found employment with them on the Continent. sl The extent to which the
Anglo--Saxons absorbed Roman cultural inAuences while S1illliving on the Continent, both
as the direct rt":Sult of mil ita')' selVice and through cullural contacts across frontiers, should
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not be underestimated. The fields of costume and decoration are two such important areas
of inAuence and can be paralleled by linguistic borrowings and calendrical innovations. 32
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A GREAT SQUARE-HEADED BROOCH FRAGMENT FROM
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE (F;gs. 2, 3)
In 1995, Mr Francis Brooks drew our attelllion to a fragment of an Anglo-Saxon
brooch which he had found about six years previously in the parish of Bledlow-cumSaunderton, Buckinghamshire. The object was found in a Iarg-e arable field on the westem
slope of a dry valley. Mr Brooks was unable to recall the precise findspot. The topography
of the field suggested no obvious location for a cemetery although the evidence of air
photographs hmts at the possibility of this find having been made ....tithin a rectangular field
system of Romano-British or earlier date. No other significant finds are known from this
field apart from one late Anglo-Saxon penny.
The item in question is the footpfate terminal lobe of~reat square-headed brooch,
modelled in the form of a fuJI-face mask (Fig. 2). h is in a . t copper alloy with a row of
crescent-shaped punchmarks along the bottom edge. Thisragment measures 20 mm by
28 mm and IS 2 mm thick. The back of the fragment is compleldyplain.
This fragment pro\tides us \\tith the second known Anglo-Saxon great square-headed
brooch from the county of Buckinghamshire. The other s~cimen was found in grave 8 of
the cemetery at Dinton Folly, excavated in '99' (Fig. 3). These two brooches are, on the
extant evidence, highly similar in form. Both belong to group X of the Anglo-Saxon great
square-headed brooch series according to a new classificational scheme.:!
There are now nine known members of this ~oup, eighl with known provenance,
and these have an interesting and coherent distnbutlon. This centres on the area of
southern Cambridgeshire, just E. of the area of northern Buckinghamshire where the two

